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CHAPTER I 
THEORY OP THE DAHIELL INTEGRAL
We shall develop the theory of the integral as
given originally by Daniell [2] , The structure starts with
a positive linear functional defined on a vector lattice of 
functions, defined subsequently,
DEFINITION 1,1, A vector space or linear space, V,
over a field P is a set of elements called vectors such that
f and g in V implies that f + g is in Vj f in V, a in P
implies af in V; and further 1
i) 7 is an Abelian group under addition;
ii) for all f and g in V and for all a and b in P,
a ( f + g ) = a f + a g ,  ( a + b ) f = a f + b f ,  (ab)f=a(bf).
If = f,
DEFINITION 1,2, Let X be an arbitrary set. Suppose 
f and g are two real-valued functions on X, Then define 
f V g = max(f,g) = [ ( f - g ) v ^  + g
and f A g = min(f,g) = (f + g) - (f v g),
where 0 is the function identically zero on all of X,
DEFINITION 1,3, Suppose S is a set of real-valued 
functions on a set X, Then S is called a lattice provided 
that for all f and g in S, f v g and f A g are in V,
1
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Further, a vector space V of real-valued functions on a set 
X over the real field is a vector lattice provided that V 
is also a lattice,
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose L is a vector space of real­
valued functions on X. Then L is a vector lattice provided 
that for each h in L, h v 0 is in L.
PROOF, Suppose f and g are in L. Then -g is in
L, so f - g is in L, thus (f - g) v 0 is in L and
[(f - g) V q) + g is in L. Hence f v g is in L. Similarly,
f + g is in L and f v g is in L, so f /\ g is in L,
DEFINITION 1.5* Suppose L is a vector lattice of 
real-valued functions on X, Then if f is in L define 
|fI = (f V 0) + (-f V 0), Further, let = f v 0.
NOTE 1 . 6 .  This implies that If I is in L since b y  
1.4, (f V 0) is in L and (-f v 0) is in L, Note also that
this implies that f"*" is in L for all f in L and that
|fj = f*” + ( -f ) ̂ .
DEFINITION 1.7. Suppose V is a vector space over 
a field F. A linear functional I from V to F is a function 
defined such that if f and g are in V, and a and b are in
F, then I(af + bg) = al(f) + bl(g). If V is a vector
lattice of real-valued functions and if f(x) > 0  for all 
X in X implies 1(f) ^ 0 ,  then I is said to be positive.
Note that this implies that if I is positive and if
X in X then 1(f) ^  1(g).
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THEORM 1.8. Suppose L is a vector space of real­
valued functions on X. Then L is a vector lattice iff for 
every f in 1, g is in L where g(x) is f(x) if f(x) ̂  0 or 
-f(x) if f(x) <  0. Further, g = |f| .
PROOF. Note that by 1.2, (f v 0)(x) = f(x) if 
f(x) ^  0 or 0 if f(x) < 0.
only if: L a vector lattice implies |f| is in
where [fj is as given in 1.5. Suppose f is in L and 
suppose p is in X. If f(p) ̂  0 then -f(p) < 0  and 
(f V 0)(p) = f(p) and (-f v 0)(p) is 0. Hence
k|(P) = f(p) = g(p).
If f(p) < 0  then -f(p) >  0 so (f v 0)(p) = 0 and 
(«f V 0)(p) = -f(p). Hence,
If I(P) = (p) = S(P)o
But by 1.6, IfI is in La and thus g is in L, and g = |f|.
if Î g in L implies L a vector lattice. Suppose f
is in L„ Then g is in L and f v 0 = &(f + g) is in L and
by 1.4, L is a vector lattice.
DEFINITION 1.9. Define R*, the extended real number 
system, to be the real numbers with co and -oo adjoined with 
the following conventions g if a is in R* but neither oo 
nor -00 then,
(i), a + CD = co + a = 00. a + ( -oo) = « oo + a = -oo
a ( -00) = - 00 if a 0. a (oo ) = oo if a > 0 .
(ii). -00 < a <oo.
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O
(111). 00 + CO = 00, -œ + («oo) = “00, oo « (-oo) = oo,
“00 “ ( 00 ) = =» 00 .
(Iv), an infinite sum with one or more terms m 
and no terms of «oo is equal to oo.
We may notice here that in R*, every increasing sequence of 
real numbers has a limit, where we define lim = oo if 
the sequence is not bounded,
DEFINITION 1,10, Suppose that I is a positive linear 
functional defined on a vector lattice L of real“valued
functions on X, Then I is called a Daniell functional or
a Daniell integral if whenever is an increasing sequence
of functions in L and f is in L and is such that
f(x) ^  lim fĵ (x) for all x in X, then 1(f) ̂  lim I(f^).
LEMMA 1,11, Suppose <ju^is a sequence of non­
negative functions in L, Suppose that I is a Daniell 
integral and further that g in L is such that g(x)< 22 % (̂ )
for all X in X, Then 1(g) <_ ^  I(u^),
PROOF, Define f_(x) = ^  u.(x) for all x in X,
^ i=l ^
Then f^ is in L for all n and lim f^(x) = ^  u^(x) for
all X in X, Now, g(x) < ^  u (x) which is lim f (x) for
n ^
all X in X, Thus 1(g) < lim I(f^), But
n
+ I(u ) = 27 .
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Hence, lim 1(f) = V  I(u )
n
so 1(g) <  2n
DEFINITION 1.12. Let be the class of all those 
extended real-valued functions on X each of which is the 
limit of a monotone increasing sequence of functions in 
the vector lattice L.
Now we have enlarged our vector lattice L on which 
a Daniell Integral I has been defined to which we show 
is only a lattice. We wish to show that I can still be 
defined.
lemma 1.13» Suppose f and g are in L^ and a and b 
are non-negative real numbers. Then af + bg is in L^, 
f V g is in L^, f /\ g is in L^, and hence, L̂  ̂is a lattice 
containing L.
PROOF. Suppose and are monotone increasing
sequences of functions in L such that f(x) = lim f^(x) 
for all X in X and such that g(x) = lim g^(x) for all x 
in X. Then af(x) = a lim f^(x) = lim af^(x) for all x in 
X so af is in L^. Also, bg is in L^. In addition, 
af(x) + bg(x) = lim af^(x) + lim bg^(x) = lim (af^(x)+ bg^(x)).
Thus, af + bg is in L^.
Since f^ v g^ is in L for all n we know that
lim (f^ V g^) is in L^ if f^ v g^ is monotone increasing.
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To see this suppose p is in X. Then
^  (^n+1
and Sn(P) v g^^ijCp)
SO that (f^ V g^)(p) < V gn+i)(p)«
Thus V is monotone increasing. Then if
lim f^(p) = 00 or lim g^(p) = oo, lim (f^ v g^)(p) = oo 
and (f V g)(p) =00 so in this case
(f V g)(p) = lim (f^ V g^)(p).
Now suppose that lim f^(p) 4- oo and lim g^(p) 4 oo; 
then lim (f^ v g^)(p) 4 oo and (f v g)(p) 4 oo. Now define 
h^ = f^ V g^ for all positive n. Then h^ is in L for all 
n and lim h^(p) = lim (f^ v g^)(p). Suppose
lim h^(p) > max(lim f^(p), lim g^(p)) = max(f(p), g(p)). 
Then, since h^ is monotone, there exists a positive integer 
N such that n ^ N  implies h^(p) >  max(f (p), g(p) ). Butw- w monotone increasing implies lim g^(p) ^  g^(p)
and lim f^(p) ^  f^(p) for all n. Thus
h^(p) >  max (f^(p), g^(p)) for all
i and for all n ^  N. Thus we have a contradiction. 
Therefore, lim h^(p) ^  max (f(p), g(p)). But h^(p)af^(p) 
for all n implies lim h^(p) >f(p), and h^(p)> g^(p) 
for all n implies lim h^(p) ^g(p) which implies 
lim h^(p) ̂  max (f(p), g(p) ), so lim h^(p) =max (f(p), g(p)). 
Hence, f v g is in L^. Similarly, f Ag is in 1^. Clearly 
L is contained in 1 ,̂ and hence is a lattice containing 
L.
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7
LEMMA 1.14. Suppose <jf^and are monotone
increasing sequences such that and are in L for all 
n and m. Suppose also that lim < lim ĝ .̂ Then 
lim I(f^) lim I(g^). Further if f is in f^ /f,
Sgi /f, then
lim I(f^) = lim I(g^).
PROOF. Choose n arbitrary but fixed. Then 
f^ <lim f ^ ^  lim g^ so I(f^) ̂ lim I(g^) for each n. 
Hence lim I(f^) <lim I(g^).
Suppose f is in L^, f^ /^fg g^ yXf. Then
lim f^ = f ^lim g^ 
so lim I(fĵ ) lim I(gĝ ).
But lim g^ = f ^lim f^
so lim l(g^) ^  lim I(f^).
Thus lim I(f^) = lim I(g^).
DEFINITION 1o15o Suppose f is in L^, Then there 
exists an increasing sequence such that f^ is in L for
all n and f = lim f^. Then by 1.14 we may define
1(f) = lim I(f^).
We shall now show that I is additive on L^.
LEMMA 1.16, Suppose that f is in L^g g is in L^g
a ^Og b ^  0. Then
I(af + bg) = al(f) + bl(g)„ 
Further g if f g then 1(f) < 1(g).
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8
PROOF, (1)0 To show that implies I(f)^^I(g),
We know that f and g in implies there exist sequences
and of functions in L such that f^ f and
g^ ̂ g .  f g implies that lim f^ ̂  lim g^. Thus 
1(f) = lim I(f^) ^lim I(g^) = 1(g),
(2), I(af + hg) = I(a lim f^ + b lim g )̂
= I (lim af^ + lim bg^) = I (lim (af^ + bg^) ) = lim I(af^+bg^) 
= lim (I(af^) + I(bg^)) = lim al(f^) + lim bl(g^)
= a lim I(f^) + b lim I(g^) = al(f) + bl(g).
LEMMA 1,17» Suppose f is a non-negative extended 
real-valued function on X, Then f is in iff there 
exists a sequence <̂ f„̂  of non-negative functions in L with{'■}
^ = 2  r̂i“ Further, 1(f) = Y1n
PROOF, ifs This follows from the definition, 
only if: Suppose that f is in L^. Then there
exists a sequence of functions in L such that g^^Xf,
We may assume that each of the g^'s are non-negative since 
if not then we can choose g^ v 0 instead of g^. Let 
f 1 = ĝ  , and fji = gji - for n ̂  2. Then
k
f̂i ~ (Syi “ Sn — 1 ) + Si — Si
Therefore,
1(f) = llm I(g„)=llm I( A f .  ) = 11m A  I(f, ) = A  I(f,).
1=1  ̂ 1=1  ̂ 1=1 ^
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LEMMA 1.18. Suppose is in for all n, each, f^ 
is non-negative and that f = f^. Then f is in L,̂  and
1(f) = Ç  i(fn).
PROOF. For each integer n, there exists a sequence
<S« Tn? of non-negative functions in L with f^ =a »«•^ n Upia
But this implies that f is the sum of a series of non- 
negative functions of L, Hence, by 1.17s f is in L 
Further 9
Then
u°
1(f) = g  = Ç  g;(«n.m) = E  K Ç  gn.J=
I is defined on all functions in L^. We would like 
to define I on functions that are not in L,̂. This we do in 
two steps,
DEFINITION 1.19. Suppose that f is an extended
real-valued function on X, Define the upper integral of
inf
g ̂  f g in L
f by 1(f) =  ̂ 1(g) where inf (empty set) = oo. Defineo
^u
the lower Integral of f by X(f) = -l(-f)
The following lemma Includes some very useful pro­
perties of T that are derived easily from the definition,
LEMMA 1,20, Suppose that f and g are two extended 
real-valued functions on X. Then
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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I(f + g) <  1(f) + 1(g).
(2) ï(cf) = cî(f) if o  Oo
(3) f s: g implies T(f) < î(g) and 1(f) ̂  Kg).
(4) I(f)<ï(f).
(5). f in implies 1(f) = î(f) = 1(f).
PROOF. (1) î(f + g) = inf 1(h) ^  inf (I(s) + I(t))
h ^ f  + g sSif, t ^ g
h in s in L̂ s, t in
= inf 1(8) + inf I(t) = 1(f) + î(g).
s ̂  f t ̂  g
s in t in
(2 ) if c >  0,
ï(of)= inf 1(h) = inf cl(h/c) = c inf I(h/c) = cï(f).
h 2: cf h s. cf h/c 2: f
h in h in h/c in
(3) f < g implies that if h is in and h ^  g 
then h ^ f. Hence, T(f) < Y(g). Also, f ̂  g implies that 
=f ^  »g so -Y(-f) ̂  -Y(-g). Thus, I(f)^ 1(g).
(4) 0 = Y(0) = Y(f + (-f)) <  Y(f) + Y(=f). Hence,
-Y(-f) Y(f). Thus, 1(f) <Y(f).
(5) By definition, if f is in then 1(f)^ Y(f). 
But f and h in with f ̂  h implies 1(f) ̂  1(h). There­
fore 1(f) ^  inf 1(h) = 1(f). Hence, 1(f) = Y(f).
h > f 
h in
Suppose that h is in L. Then -h is in L which is contained 
in L^o Hence, Y(“h) = I(-h) = -1(h) which implies that 
%(h) = 1(h) if h is in L. Now suppose that f is in L .̂
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Then there exists a sequence of functions in L such
that h^ f and f ^  h^ for each n. Hencej
1(f)^ I(h^) = I(h^) for all n. 
Therefore, 1(f) ^ lim I(h^) = 1(f).
But by (3), 1(f) ̂  1(f) = 1(f).
Hence, 1(f) = 1(f) = ï(f).
LEMMA 1.21. Suppose that ^ sequence of non-
negative extended real-valued functions on X and that
?  T ( f X  ^  ï(f^).n “
PROOF. Suppose that for some n, T(f^) = oo.
Then ï(f^) = co. Now suppose that T(f^) oo for
all n. Then given £ > 0, there exists a g^ in such 
that f^ ^ g^ and with I(g^) ^  T(f^) + £̂ /2̂ . Then
g^^ f^ ^ 0 for all n and hence, g = ^  g^ is in
by 1.17, and 1(g) = ^  I( ) .  But
Kg) = ÇKSi,) < + ®/2“ ) = ^î(f^) +e.
gjj Implies that g = ^  = f. Therefore,
1(g) >  T(f).
Hence, T(f ) <  I(s) <  7? T(f,,) + C.n
But £ >  0 was arbitrary. Hence,
I(f) < Y1 T(fn>-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Now we are in position for the second step,
DEFINITION 1,22, Suppose f is a finite real-valued 
function on X, Then f is said to be I integrable iff 
1(f) = %(f) and is finite. We denote the class of all I 
integrable functions by , If f is in we will write 
1(f) for I(f),
THEOREM 1,23, The set L| is a vector lattice of 
functions containing L, I is a positive linear functional 
on which extends the functional I on L,
PROOF, (1) We show f in implies that of is 
in for all real c. Suppose that f is in 1. , c >  0,4 I
Then T(cf) = cï(f) = cl(f) = I(cf),
Now suppose that c ̂ 0 ,  Then
ï(cf) = î(-|c|f) = |c|î(-f)
= =|c| %(f ) = - |c| 1(f)
= = I(|c|f)
- i(“ |c|f) = l{cf)o
Hence5, of is in ,
(2) We show that f and g in implies that f + g 
is in o Suppose that f and g are in . Then
I(f + g) ^  1(f) + 1(g) by 1,20.
Also e «f and -g are in by (1), hence
I(-f - g) ^ I(-f) + I(-g) = -1(f) » 1(g).
Thus I(f + g) = “I(“f “ g) >  1(f) + 1(g) >  T(f + g).
But I(f + g) < I(f + g).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Hence I(f + g) = 1(f) + 1(g) = I(f + g)
and so f + g is in p
(3) Suppose that f and g are in , and that a 
and b.are real numbers* Then af + bg is in so
I(af + bg) = I(af) + I(bg) = al(f) + bl(g)*
Hence is a vector space and I is a linear functional* 
Further by 1*20g part 3, we see that I is positive,
(4) By 1,20s, part 5, if f is in L then
1(f) = 1(f) = 1(f),
AlsOs, f in L implies that 1(f) <  oo. Hence f is in ,
Thus is an extension of L,
(5) To show that is a vector lattice we must 
show that if f is in then f v 0 is in , Suppose that 
f is in and h is in with h ̂  f, Then
h V 0 ̂  f V 0, and h a 0 ^  i A 0 
so T(f V 0) + I(f A 0) <  ï(h V 0) + î(h A 0) = 1(h), 
This is true for all h in such that h ̂  f, But this
implies that T(f v 0 ) + T(f A 0 ) ^  1(f),
If we replace f by -f in the above inequality, we must re­
place f v O b y - ( f A O )  and f A O b y - ( f v O ) ,  Hence we 
see that ï(-(f A 0)) + ï(-(f v 0)) ^ I(-f),
Thus -I(f A O ) -  I(f V 0) ^  I(-f) = -1(f),
Therefore, I(f v 0) + I(f A 0) ^  1(f) ^ I(f AO) + %(f v 0)
which implies that
ï(f V 0) - I(f V 0) + I(f A 0) - I(f A 0) ^ 0,
But 1(g) - %(g) ^ 0 for all functions g.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Hence ï(f v 0) - I(f v 0) = 0,
Thus f V 0 is in and is a vector lattice by 1.4.
Now that we have extended L to we may ask the 
following questions. When is a function in ? What types
of functions are in ? Can we characterize a function in
in terms of functions in L?
THEOREM 1.24. Suppose that <̂ f̂  ̂is a sequence of 
functions in such that f^ /^f. Then f is in iff
lim I(fĵ ) is finite. If f is in , then
1(f) = lim I(f^).
PROOF, only if; Suppose that lim Iff^J = oo.
Then since f^ y/f, we know that f f^ for all n and so
1(f) .> lim I(f^) = 00.
This implies that f is not in •
if: Since f ̂ f^ we know -f ^  -f^ for all n. Hence
T(-f)^ T(-f^) for all n.
Thus 1(f) à: I(f^) = I(f^) for all n which
implies that %(f) >: lim I(f^).
Given £ ■> 0 choose a sequence of functions from
such that >  f̂  9 ®n ̂  ̂ n “ ^n-1 n ^ 2 and with
I(g, ) <: I(f, ) + e/2 and I(gjj) <  I(f^ - f^_,) + e/2“
for n ^  2. Then if n iSr 2j ^n ^  ̂ n ” ^n-1 ^
n
Now define h^ = YJ Si for all n. Then h„ is in L„ forn i„̂  1 n u
all n and the sequence is monotone increasing, which
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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implies that lim is in and Klim h^) = lim I (h^).
Then hĵ  = ^^1 “ ^i-1  ̂ ^1 - ^ni=l 1=2
which implies that lim h^ lim f^ = f 
so that 1 (f) ̂  lim I(h^)»
But 1(h ) = ^  Kg.) c  f] I(f. - jT ) + K f  ) + fz C/2:
iTi  ̂ 1:2 1  ̂ ^
= I(f^) + ^  £/2 .̂
i=l
Thus lim K h  ) <  lim K f  ) + £.n n
Hence K f  ) ^  lim Kh^) ̂  lim I(f^) + C  ̂  I(f ) 4 £.
But £ > 0 was arbitrary 
so Kf)  ̂  1(f).
Thus Kf) * lim I(f^) = 1(f) = 1(f)
and is finite by assumption. Hence f is in L^.
LEMMA 1.25» Suppose^f^is a sequence of non­
negative functions in L . Then inf f is in o1 s i
Further, if lim I(f_) is finite then lim f is in L, and 
in this case K lim f^) ̂  lim Kfg).
PROOFc (1) Let ^ f^. Then
the sequence ^g^is a decreasing sequence of non-negative 
functions in L^. At any point p of X,
g^(p) = gib f^(p).
1 5  i ^ n
Hence g - lim g^ ». inf f^ yields -g^ ^  -g»
Since g^ > 0 we know -g^^ 0 so I(-g^) < 0 for all n.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Thus llm I ( - g ^ ) 0 and is finite, so by 1.24, -g is in 
But by 1,23, this implies that g = inf f^ is in
(2) Define the sequence ^ h ^  by h„ = inf f„.
Since f Sl 0 we know that h ^  0 and h is in L- for all n
by above. But by definition lim h^ = lim f^, and h^ f^
if n̂ s; s, thus
lim I(h^) <  lim I(fg) and is finite.
Hence by 1.24, lim h^ = lim f is in L.,n —— . g ^
and I(lim f^) = I(llm h^) = llm I(h^) < lim I(f„).
o  XI XL ' o
LIMMA 1.26. Suppose is a sequence of functions
in and suppose that there exists a function g in such 
that |f̂ | ^  g for all n. Then if f = lim f^, 1(f) = lim I(f̂ ).
PROOF, Since -f^ |f̂  | g implies that f^ + g ^ 0
for all n, f^ + g is in for all n,
^n- l̂ nl ^  ^ all n,
and I(f^) ^  1(g) for all n.
Therefore, I(f^ + g) = I(f^) + 1(g) ^  2l(g) for all n.
Thus lim I(f^ + g) ^  21(g) <  00.
Hence by 1.25, lim (f^ + g) = lim f ̂ + g = f + g is in . 
Thus (f + g) - g ~ f is in L^,
Therefore,
1(f) + 1(g) = I(f + g)= Klim (f^+ g)^ lim I(f^+ g)= llm I(f^)
+ 1(g).
Therefore, 1(f) ^ lim I(f^).
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But g - f^ ^  0 implies that
1(g) - 1(f) = I(g - f) = I(]ja (S - f ^ ) ) l l m  I(g - f^) 
= 1(g) + I(-f^)= 1(g) + lim (-l(f^)) = 1(g) I(f^).
Therefore, lim I(f^) ^  1(f) lim I(f^)
which implies that lim I(f^) exists and is 1(f).
LEMMA 1,27. Suppose that f is a real-valued func­
tion on X. Then f is in iff there exists a sequence
of functions in L such that T( |f - f^ | ) goes to zero 
as n goes to infinity.
PROOF, Suppose that T( |f - f^|) —*-0. Then
1(f) = lim I(f^) <  CD,
But T(f) = lim I(f^) implies that
-1(f) = Y(-f) = lim I(-f^)= lim (-l(f^))= -lim I(f^)= -T(f).
Hence %(f) = Y(f) and is finite so f is in .
only if g Suppose that f is in . Then there 
exists a sequence of functions in with f and
such that
1(f) I(g^) <  1(f) + 1/n,
But g^ in implies that for each n there exists a se­
quence ^h^ of functions in L such that ^  m ®n 
I(h^ _) /l(g„). For each n, we choose f in L by
XL ̂  Ul / XL XL
f = h for some m with n n,m
I(g^) ‘ Vi.
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Then is in L for all n and for each n,
I(f - f^) = 1(f) - l(f^) >I(g^) - 1/n - I(f^)^ I(g^) - 1/n-I(^) = - 1/no 
I(f -f^)= 1(f) - I(f^)<:I(g^) - Kfj^XKgj,) -l(g^) + 1/n = 1/no
Therefore, -l/n <  I(f - f^) <  l/n
so I(f - f^) —*"0,
Consider (f^ v f) -f* It is in » And f^ < g^ implies
that f ^ f ^ v f ^ g ^ v f  = g^o
Hence 0 I((f^ v f) - f) ^ I(g^) - 1(f).
But we know I(g^) \^I(f )
and hence I(g^) - 1(f) \^ 0o
Thus I( (f^ V f) - f)\^0o
Suppose p is in X, Then
((f^ V f) - f)(p)is > 0 iff (f^)(p) >f(p), 
and f^(p) ̂  f(p)
implies that (f^ v f)(p) = f(p)
and hence ((f^ v f) - f)(p) = 0*
Thus (fĵ  V f) - f = (f^ - f)*o
Now (fĵ  - f) = (f^ - f)^ - (f^ - f) = +
Hence I((f^ - f)”)— ^0»
Thus, since |f - f^ |= |f̂  - f| = (f^ -f )'*' + (f^ - f)", 
we know that I( |f - f J  ) — ^0o
LEMMA 1o28o Suppose that h is a real-valued func­
tion defined on X« Suppose further that g A h is in L for 
all functions g in L« Then f a h is in for all functions 
f in o
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PROOF, Suppose that f is in , Then by 1,27s 
there exists a sequence of functions in L with
I([f “ f^l)— >0, But by hypothesis^ f^ in L implies that 
f^ /\ h is in Ls, and by the inequality
0:6 |(f A h) - (f^ A h)| |f - I 
we know that I( |(f A h) - (f^ A h) | ) — >0,
Hence by 1,27, f A is in ,
THEOREM 1.29. The functional I is a Daniell inte­
gral on the vector lattice ,
:ra00F, I is a positive linear functional and 
is a vector lattice by 1.23, So suppose that Is an
increasing sequence of functions in , and that f is in
with f ^lim f^. Let h^ = f^ - f̂  for all n. Then
I(f^) = I(f^) + I(h^) 
so that lim I(f^) = I(f^) + lim I(h^),
Let h = f̂  + lim h^ = lim f .̂
Since h^^ gg 1,25 applies and lim h^ is in L̂j and hence 
h is in L^, Then
f ^  lim f^ = h 
so 1(f) ^  1(h) = I(f^) + lim I(h^) = lim I(f^^,
Thus by 1,9 I is a Daniell integral.
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CHAPTER II 
MEASURABILITY
In this chapter it is our objective to show that 
under certain conditions every Daniell integral gives rise 
to a unique measureo
DEFINITION 2o1o Suppose that f is a non-negative 
real-valued function on X. Then f is a measurable func­
tion with respect to I iff g a f is in for all g in
L̂  o
LEMMA 2o2o Suppose f and g are non-negative 
measurable functions. Then f A g and f v g are non­
negative measurable functions. Suppose that <|f^is a 
sequence of non-negative measurable functions. Then 
f lim f^ is a measurable function.
PROOF, Suppose that f and g are non-negative 
measurable functions and that h is in L^. Then 
h A (Y V g) = (h A f ) V (h A g) with h A f in Lj and 
h A g in L|o Hence f v g is measurable. Also 
h A ( f A s ) = ( i i A ^ ) A g  and h a f is in L.j so f a g 
is measurable.
Suppose now that g is in L̂  and <|f̂ j>ls as given 
in the hypotheses. Then f̂  ̂A g is in L̂  for all n since
20
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each is measurableo Also
llm (fji A s) = S A llm = g A 1 =
S'»! |fn A g I
hence f a g is in by I.269 so f is measurable,
DEFINITION 2,3, Suppose that A is a subset of a 
set X, Then the characteristic function of the set A, 
which we denote by 0(A)9 is defined by C(A)x  is 1 if x is
in A and is 0 if x is not in A,
DEFINITION 2,4, Any subset A of X is said to be 
measurable with respect to I if its characteristic func­
tion is measurable with respect to I, The subset A 
of X is called integrable with respect to I if its char­
acteristic function is I integrable.
Now we wish to show that the class of measurable 
sets forms a cr-algebra,
LEMMA 2,5, Suppose that A and B are two measurable
sets with respect to I, Then A U Bj A A  B and A * Bg where
A*B is A “ (A A  B)9 are measurable sets with respect to I, 
Further9 if is a sequence of measurable sets with
respect to I9 then ^^A^ and A^ are measurable sets,
PROOF, It is easily seen that
0(A U B) = 0(A) V 0(B) 
and that 0(aA B) = 0(A) A 0(B).
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But A and B being measurable sets implies that 0(A) and 
0(B) are measurable functions» Hence by 2,2, C(A U B) 
and 0(A A B) are measurable functions which implies that 
A U B and A A B are measurable sets. Also we can see that 
0(A * B) = C(A - (A A  B) ) = C(A) ~ C(A A  B)
so that A * B is a measurable set. How consider a
seq,uence of measurable sets,
0(A^ U Ag U , o , U A^) = O(A^) V C(A2) v  , o , v C(A^)
by an extension of the above. Hence
(C(A. ) V , , . V 0(A^))on n
Thus C( A^) is a measurable function so (^A^ is a
measurable set with respect to I, Similarly,
C{ = 11m (0(A^ ) A • • ■ A C(Ajj)).n ^
Therefore, is a measurable set with respect to I,
DEFINITION 2,6, Let G be a collection of subsets 
of some set X, Then G is called a cr-algebra of subsets
of X if:
(i) 0 is in G,
(li) A in G Implies that A* is in G, and
(iii) A^ in G for all n implies that |^A^ is
in G.
The following are several properties of cr-algebras
(i) If is in G for all n then ^^A^ is in G,
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(il) The intersection of cr-algebras is a c-algebra, 
Hence, given a set E the <T-p.lgebra generated by E is the 
cr*»algebra obtained by forming the intersection of all 
CF*algebras containing E»
(iii) The set of all subsets of a set is a 
«T^algebra»
We shall denote by 1 the function which is identi­
cally 1 for all values in its domain.
THEOREM 2o7o Suppose that the function 1 is meas­
urable. Then the class G of measurable sets is acr-algebra.
PROOF. If 1 is a measurable function, then 0(1) 
is a measurable function which implies that X is a meas­
urable set. Suppose that A is in G. Then X * A is in G 
by 2,5. But X * A is A* which implies that A* is in G.
And in particular X* = 0 is in G, Also by 2.5, if A^
is in G for all n then G. Hence G is a
o*-algebra,
LEMMA 2.8. Suppose that the function 1 is a 
measurable function and that f is a non-negative inte- 
grable function. Then if a is a real number, the set 
E = [xs f(x)> a] is a measurable set.
PROOF. Suppose that a <  0. Then since f is non­
negative, E = X and so is in G. Now suppose that a 0. 
Define functions g^ = (n(f - (f A a))) A 1, for all n.
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and suppose that p is in E„ Then f{p)> a implies that 
g^(p) = n(f(p) - a) /\ 1 » But there exists a positive 
integer H such that n implies that n(f(p) => a) >  1 
which implies that nf(p) - na>  1, Therefore,
lim g^(p) = 1o
Now suppose that q is in X * E« Then 0 ̂ f(q) ^  a which 
implies that (f a) (q) = f(q)
so that gĵ (q) = Op
Therefore, lim g^(q) = 0,
Hence lim = 0(E) »
But is in for all n by 2,2, so 0(E) is a measurable 
function and hence E is a measurable set,
DEFINITION 2,9, Suppose that H is a o*-algebra of 
subsets of a set X, Suppose that u is a non-negative func« 
tion defined on H such that u satisfies the following
(a) u((Zf) = 0 and
(b) if is a sequence of pair-wise disjoint
sets of Hg then u( E^) = 2 Ü*
Then u is a measure on H,
We now proceed to define a measure on G, the 
cr~algebra of sets measurable with respect to I, which is 
induced by I,
LEMMA 2,10, Suppose that the function 1 is meas­
urable, Then G is a a-algebra. Define a function u on G
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"by uE = I( 0(E) ) if 0(E) is integrable or uE = sup QiA : A 
is contained, in E and C(A) is integrable^ other wise» Then 
u is a measure on G.
PROOF. By 2.7, G is a cr-algebra. u.0 = 1(0) = 0»
Now suppose that A and B are integrable sets with A con­
tained in B. Then 0(A) ̂  0(B)
so I(0(A)) <  I(0(B))
which implies that uA uB« Thus u is monotone for inte­
grable sets and so u is additive for integrable sets.
Now suppose that A and B are measurable sets with A con­
tained in B. Suppose that E is an integrable set contained
in A. Then E is contained in B. Hence u(A) = sup JuE ? E 
is an integrable set contained in ^
^sup juE: E  is an integrable set contained in = uB, 
Thus uA ̂  uB.
Hence u is monotone for measurable sets. Suppose that
is a sequence of pair-wise disjoint measurable sets 
with E = Suppose that A is an integrable subset
of E. Let A^ = A A  for all i.
Then A = A^ and by definition A^
is an integrable set for all i. Thus 0{k )̂ is a sequence 
of functions in L.j. Further,
0(A) = lim (O(A^) V . . .  V O(A^)) 
which implies that
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uA= I(0(A))= Klim (C(A^) V . , o v 0(A^)) = lim (I(0(Â )) + 
. . , + l(0(jg))= p  I(C(A^))= Z^uA^ <
This is true for all integrable subsets A of E« Thusg
uE ^  Z j uE:, o 
i ^
Hence, if uE = oo,
then uE = Z  »i ^
Therefore, suppose that uE od and that e >  0 is given» 
Then E^ contained in E for all i implies that uE^ ̂  uE 
which implies that uE^ <00 for all i. Therefore, there 
exists an integrable subset A^ of for each n with 
uAj^> uE^ - €/2^, But then A^ is contained in
E^ = E, Hence
u E ü u ( l l A ^ )  = -^/2“)= Ç u E ^  - C,
But Z >  0 was arbitrary. Hence,
uE ^  uEjj.
Thus uE = /, uE„
n ^
and u is a measure by 2.9,
We shall assume that the reader is familiar with 
the notion of integrability with respect to a measure. 
This notion is discussed in Royden j? pp. 20^,
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THEOREM 2.11, (STONE) Suppose that L is a vector 
lattice of real-valued functions on a set X. Suppose that 
f in L Implies that 1 A ^ is in L, and that I is a Daniell 
integral on L, Then there exists a cr-algebra G of subsets 
of X and a measure u on G such that a function f on X is 
I integrable iff f is also integrable with respect to u.
In this case 1(f) = jf du,
PROOF. (1) Since 1 a i is in L for all f in L, 
Lemma 1,28 assures us that the function 1 is measurable. 
Hence, the class G of sets which are measurable with re­
spect to I is a cr-algebra by 2.7. By 2.8, the set E 
where E =  ^  t f(x)>0, f non-negative, I integrable func- 
tio^ , is measurable with respect to I. Hence every non­
negative I integrable function is measurable with respect 
to I. But any I integrable function can be written as the 
difference of two non-negative functions that are I Inte­
grable. Hence every I integrable function is measurable 
with respect to I, Let u be the measure defined as in 
2 .10.
(2) only if 8 Suppose that f is a non-negative 
I integrable function on X. Let
^ , n  = If ' f(=) >  k/iQ
for all integers k and n. Then by 2.8, is meas­
urable with respect to I for all k and n. Suppose that
P 1® \,n-
0(Ejj: )p = 1 and (n/k)f(p) >  1
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so that (n/k)f ) (p) = U
Suppose that p is in X * Then
0(Ejj.̂ )̂p = 0 and 0 ^  (n/k)f(p) <  1„
Therefore (0(Ê  ̂ A (n/k)f)(p) = 0„
Hence A (n/k)f
and we know that (n/k)f Is in s> aiid 0(E^ Is meas­
urable so by definition C(E^ is in « Further,
^ , n =  00.
Now let g “ (1/n) ^  0(E_ ).
^ k=1
Then is in for all n. Now suppose that p is in X, 
Then given n there exists an integer m such that
m/n < f (p) <  (m + 1)/n.
2 2 Then if m ^  n , p is in E^ ^ for 1 :S1 k ^ n , which implies
that g^(p) = n* If m < n^, then p is ^ for 1 <  k ̂ m
2and p is not in Eĵ. ^ for m + 1 k ^  n . Therefore,
g^(p) = m/n.
Hence for large n, g^(p) = m/n which implies that 
0 ^f(p) - m/n <l/n. Therefore,
|f - (P) ^ 1/n
so f = lim g^.
But §n ^Sn+1
which implies that g^ ^ f  and by 1.24,
1(f) = lim I(g^).
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2 2 
But K g  ) = (l/n) I(0(EL )) = (1/n) &  n = An
Therefore, Jf du = lim ̂ g^ du
by the monotone convergence theorems for measurable func­
tions. Therefore,
1(f) = Jf du
and f is integrable with respect to u. Now suppose that 
f is any I integrable function on X. Then there exist 
two non-negative integrable functions such that f is the 
difference of the two. Then
1(f) = Jf du in this case,
(3) if* Suppose that f is a non-negative func­
tion on X which is integrable with respect to u. Then 
we can construct ^ and g^ as before. Since f is
A
uEĵ  ^ < CO for all n and k. Thus 0(E^ ^) is measurable, 
so that C(Bv y,) and g„ are I integrable. As before g^ /f,
J£  ̂Zi. U  H  /
and lim I(g^) = Jf du < oo implies that lim g^ = f is in
by 1.24. But as before, this can be extended to any 
function integrable with respect to u.
integrable with respect to u, f du <œ. Thereforec/
So we now have a measure induced by the Daniell 
integral I, We now wish to show that it is unique. Recall 
that was the class of all those extended real-valued
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functions on X each of which is a limit of a monotone in­
creasing sequence of functions in the vector lattice L»
DEFINITION 2o12* Denote by the class of ex­
tended real-valued functions on X each of which is the 
limit of a decreasing sequence ^f^ of functions in L.u
such that I(f^) <00 and lim I(f^) > -oo»
LEMMA 2»13o The class is contained in .
PROOF. Suppose that f is in L^» Then there exists 
a sequence jf^j of functions in with \  , I(f^) < 00,
and lim I(f^) > - co» Since I(f^) < 00, f^ is in L̂  which
implies that -f^ is in and hence -f^ /^f »
which
lim I(-f^) = lim -l(f^) = -lim I(f^) 
is finite » Hence by 1.24g -f and hence f is in
lemma 2.14» Suppose that f is a real-valued 
function on X with 1(f) finite. Then there exists g in 
Lq such that f < g and T(f) = 1(g).
PROOF. Since T(f) is finite we can find a func­
tion h^ in L^ such that f ̂  h^ and T(h^) <T(f) + 1/n
- ofor each n. Define g^ = ĥ  a ^ “ « = A h^ for each n. 
Thus f <  gjĵ c  h^ for 1 ^i  afn. But is a decreasing
sequence of functions of L^ so g = lim g^ is in L^.
Further, ï(f) < I(g^) ^  I(h^) T(f) + l/n 
so 1(f) = lim I(g^) = 1(g),
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and f < implies that f ^ g,
DEFINITION 2,15, Suppose that f is a real-valued 
function on X» Then f is called a null function if f is 
in and I(j f|) = 0,
A direct consequence of the above definition is 
the following. Suppose that f is a null function and that 
|g I f. Then
0 <l( |g| ) & T(|g|) i  1(f) = 0
Hence g is in and g is a null function,
THEOREM 2,16, Suppose that f is a real-valued 
function on X, Then f is in iff f = g - h where g 
is in Lq and h is a null function. Further, h is a null
function iff there exists a function k in such that k
is a null function and |h| ^  k,
PROOF, (1) h a  null function implies that h is 
in L-] , and g in implies that g is in , Hence
f = g - h is in o Now suppose that f is in , Then
by 2,14, there exists a function g in with f ^  g and 
such that 1(f) = 1(g)o Let h = g - f, then h is in 
and 1(h) = 1(g) - 1(f) = 0, Thus h is a null function,
(2) This follows immediately from 2,15,
only if I If h is a null function then there exists 
a function k in with |h| ^  k and such that I(k) = 1(h) =0 
by 2,14. Thus k is a null function.
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THEOREM 2„17o Suppose that I and J are Daniell 
integrals on the vector lattices L and Mp respectively, 
of real-valued functions on Xg such that M contains L« 
Suppose 1(f) = J(f) for all f in L, then contains 
and 1(f) = J(f) for all f in »
PROOPo Suppose that f is in L^o Then there exists
a sequence of functions in with f^ f, I(f^) < 00j
and lim I(f^) is finite. Also, for each n, there exists
a sequence of functions </f_  ̂  ̂with lim^ ^n i " ^n
such that each f , is in L and lim. I(f_ .) = I(f„).
But f_  ̂ in L implies that I(f_ s) = J(f„ ^) by hypothesis,XX g X  XX g X  XX ̂ X
Therefore, I(f^) = lim̂  ̂I(f̂ ĵ̂ ) = lim^ J(f̂ ĵ̂ ) = J(f^). 
Hence 1(f) = lim I(f^) = lim J(f^) = J(f).
Thus J(f) is finite and f Is in » Hence contains L^, 
and 1(f) equals J(f) for all f in Suppose h is a null
function with respect to I. Then there exists a function 
k in with |h| ^ k  and such that I(|k|) = 0 by 2.16.
Thus I(k) = J(k) = 0 and h is a null function with re­
spect to J. Now suppose that f is in L,|. Then there
exists g and h by 2.16 sudd that f = g - h, g in and 
h a null function with respect to I. But h is a null 
function with respect to J also, so h is in , Now g
in Lq implies that g is in , so that f = g - h is in 
. Thus contains and
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1(f) = 1(g) - 1(h) = j(g) « j(h) = J:(f)
for all f in .
THEOREM 2o18o Suppose that L is a vector lattice 
of real-valued functions on a set X and that 1 is iû. L« 
Let H be the smallest cr-algebra of subsets of X such that 
each function in L is measurable with respect to the 
o^algebra Ho Then for each Daniell integral I there 
exists a unique measure u on H such that for every f in
1(f) = fi^ f du o
PROOF, Stoné’'s theorem assures us of the existence 
of a cr»algebra H and a measure u such that
1(f) = Jf du.
Therefore, we need only show the uniqueness of u on H,
Let G be the cr-algebra of measurable sets described in 
2,7, Suppose that f is in L, Then by 2.89 f is meas­
urable with respect to G which implies that G contains
H since H is the smallest such cr-algebra. Since the 
function 1 is in L, 1 is integrable so that if A is in 
G then 0(A) is in L^, Thus if A is in H then 0(A) is 
in L^. Let M be the set of functions on X which are 
measurable with respect to H and integrable with respect 
to u and let J(f) be Jf du if f is in M, Then by 2,17g 
if f is in L ^ n  M then J(f) = 1(f), Therefore g suppose 
that A is in H, Then 0(A) is in L̂  and 0(A) is in M,
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Thus 0(A) is in fl M so
uA “ J(C(A)) “ I(C(A)) 
for all A in H, Therefore, if any measure u on H is such 
that for every f in 1(f) = Jf du for the Daniell
integral I, then uA = I(0(A)) if A is in H. Hence u 
is uniquely determined.
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CHAPTER III 
APPLICATION
DEFINITION 3olo Suppose that f is a real^valued 
function defined on a topological space X» Let
S = [x s f (x) ^ ^  o 
The closure of the set S, i.e. S, is called the support 
of f. If S is compact then f is said to have compact 
support.
In this chapter we shall start with the vector 
lattice of continuous real-valued functions of a real 
variable with compact support. We shall denote this 
vector lattice by C^@ and let X be the set of Real 
numbers.
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that f is in C^. Then f is 
Riemann integrable on X.
PROOF. Since the function f is in C^ there exists 
a set S contained in X such that f is identically zero for 
all of X * S. If it existsJ the Riemann integral is 
additive, hence
rf{x)dx = r f(x)dx + r f(x)dx,
*̂ X S ^X*8
provided they exist.
35
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But f(x) = 0 for all x in
hence f f(x)dx = 0,
c/x*s
But S is closed, and f continuous on S implies that f is 
Riemann integrable on So Hence
/ f(x)dx = / f(x)dx which exists.
Now we shall show that I = Riemann integral on
is a Daniell integral. We then will show that when we 
complete to 0̂  as we completed L to , we obtain the
Lebesgue integral and Lebesgue measure. It will be assumed
that the reader is familiar with the Lebesgue Theory,
LEMMA 3o3o Suppose that f is in C ,̂ Then let 
1(f) be the Riemann integral of f. Then I is a Daniell 
integral on Ĉ ,
PROOF, Clearly, I is a positive linear functional. 
Therefore, suppose that is an increasing sequence of
functions of 0  ̂and that f in 0  ̂ is such that
f(x) < lim f^(x) 
for all X in X, Then we must show that
1(f) I(f^).
We may assume that f and f^ are all non^negative since 
if not we may subtract (f A f^) and make them non-negative. 
Since f is in 0^ the support 8 of f is compact. Now
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given fi < 0 vre can form the sets 0^ = 0  g {1 - £)f (x) < f̂ {3̂  
for all n. But these open sets certainly form a covering 
of S» Hence, there are a finite number of 0^ which
I “ Icovers S, say 0. to 0^, i.e. 8 is contained in V J 0 .̂1 m aËl ^
But f^(x) (x) implies that 0^ is contained in 0^^^
so that S is contained in 0^. Hence (1 « e)f (x) < f̂ ĵ (x) 
for all X in 8 and thus (1 - C )f(x) ^  f^(x) for all x 
in X, Therefore,
K (1 - G )f) = (1 - €)I(f) ^l(f^) lim I(f^).
But £ >  0 was arbitrary, hence
1(f) ^ lim I(f^).
Thus I is a Daniell integral by 1.9.
Now we can extend 0^ to . Then by 1.23, 0̂  is 
a vector lattice of real«valued functions on X which con« 
tains Oq. Further, by 1.29, I is a Daniell integral on 
the completed lattice 0 .̂
lemma 3.4. The function 1 is a measurable func­
tion with respect to I on X.
PROOF. By 1.28, it suffices to show that 1 A f 
is in Cp for all f in 0 .̂ Suppose that g is in C^. Then 
there is a compact set 8 such that g(x) = 0 for all x in 
X * 8. Consider the function g A 1 »
(g /\ 1 ) (x) is 1 if g(x) > 1 and is g(x) if g(x) 1.
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Therefore, (g A 1)(x) = 0  iff g(x) = 0,
Hence g a 1 has compact support. Clearly g A 1 is con­
tinuous since it is the upper truncation of g at 1, Hence
g A 1 is in for all g in 0̂ , Thus f A 1 is in Ĉ  for
all f in 0̂  by 1*28, Thus the function 1 is measurable.
Since 1 is a measurable function the class G of
all measurable sets forms a cr-algebra by 2,7. Then by 
Stone'8 Theorem 2,11, there exists a measure u on G such 
that f is in Ĉ  iff 1(f) = Jï du. Now we desire to know
what is in G, Hence
THEOREM 3.5. Any Borel set is a measurable set,
PROOF, Suppose that A is the closed interval
|a,1̂  „ We want to show that A is in G, Define a sequence
of functions ^g^^ by:
(1) g^(x) =1  if X is in A,
(2) g^(x) = (l/n)(x - a + l/n) if x is in the
closed interval [a =■ l/n,
(3) g^(x) = (l/n)(b - X + l/n) if x is in the
closed interval [b, b + l/i^.
(4) g^(x) = 0 otherwise.
Then lim 8^ ~ 0(A),
But for each n, g^ is a real-valued continuous function 
with compact support. Therefore, g^ is in 0^ for all n< 
Hence I(gĵ ) exists and is equal to b - a + l/n. Thus 
the lim I(g^) = b - a and is finite. Therefore,
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0(A) = lim is in 0̂  by 1.24g and I(0(A)) = b - a.
Since 0(A) is in 0^g f a 0(A) is in 0̂  for all f in 0̂
since 0̂  is a vector lattice. Hence A is in G with 
uA = b - a. But the smallest cr-algebra containing all 
closed intervals is the c-algebra of Borel sets. Hence 
any Borel set is in G and so is measurable.
LEMMA 3.6. The function A 1 is in 0̂ .
PROOF. For each n let 
fn= (( ^ 1 ) A C (  ) ) v (n"̂  (x +n + l/n) a C(  Q-n -l/n, -iQ ))
V (n“  ̂(n - x + l/n)AO([n, n+l/nj)).
Then f^(x) is
(1) n“  ̂(x + n + l/n) if x is in [̂ n - l/n, -3̂ .
(2 ) l/x^ if X is in Qn, , or in |j , .
(3) 1 if X is in [-1, f].
(4) n”  ̂(n - X + l/n) if x is in Qi, n + 1 /iQ.
(5) 0 otherwise.
Then f^ is continuous with compact support, namely
0 n -  1 /n, n + 1 /iQ.
Hence f^ is in 0^ for each n and I(f^) exists and by 
evaluation we find that
I(f^) = 2 -(2/n) + (2/3n^).
Therefore 9 the lim I(f^) exists and is 2. Also we can see 
that f^ /^(x"^ A 1 ) o Hence by 1.24, lim f^ = x"^ /\ 1 
is in 0 .̂
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Now we shall denote by mE the LePsesgue measure of 
the Lebesgue measurable sets. We wish to show that m and 
u are the same, We know that the Lebesgue integral is a 
Daniell integralj this can be seen from the monotonicity 
of the integral and Fatou^s lemma*
THEOREM 5o7o The vector lattice 0̂  is contained 
in the vector lattice of all Lebesgue integrable functions 
and 1(f) = the Lebesgue integral of f for all f in ,
PROOF* We use Theorem 2*17* Surely 0^ is con­
tained in the vector lattice of all real-valued functions 
that are continuous almost everywhere. It also is a well- 
known fact that the Lebesgue integral and the Riemann 
integral agree for continuous functions on compact sets. 
Hence, 1(f) = the Lebesgue integral of f for all f in 
Cq, Therefores by 2*17, the theorem follows,
COROLLARY 3,8, Suppose that A is in G, Then A 
is Lebesgue measurable,
PROOF, A in G implies that 0(A) A f is in 0̂  for 
all f in 0-j which implies that 0(A) /\ f is Lebesgue inte­
grable for all f in , Let f^ = A 1. Then f^ is in
Oi and the support of f^ contains A, Further, f^ is non­
negative, Therefore, since A = [x in X g (0(A) AfQ)(k)>(j] 
we know that A is Lebesgue measurable.
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We would like 3o7 and 5p8 to be Iff statements,
Therefore g we proceed as follows,
LEMMA 3,9. Suppose K is an open set with mK < 00, 
Then K is in G and mK = uK,
PROOF. Suppose that K is open. Then K is a 
countable union of disjoint open intervals of the form 
(a^gb^) with a^ < b̂  ̂and all the a^’s and b^'s are 
finite, since mK < 00. But each open interval is a
Borel set and hence is in G, Also K is a Borel set so
it is in Gc We know that
u(a,b) = b ~ a = m(a,b), 
u and m are both measures so they are countably additive 
(for references see Halmos QQ page 30) which implies 
that uK = mK,
LEMMA 3*10, Suppose that K is a countable inter­
section of open sets K^ such that mK < co. Then K is in 
G and mK = uK.
PROOF, K is a Borel set and hence is in G and
is Lebesgue measurable. We know that K = where
i
K^ is open. But there exists an open set K^ containing 
K such that bi(Kq - K) <1 which implies that mK^ is 
finite. Then
00 ^
K = K , n ( ^ Q V =  Q k,
which is still a countable intersection of open sets.
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Since ... open set we know that
"(Kor^ « • -PlKn) = «(k / %  • . A ^ n )
for each n by 3,9, But </^ > is a decreasing sequence
f=° J
of u measurable sets with u(K^^K^ ) <  00 and for which
lim ( Ks) is K and is in G. Therefore,
^ i=0
uK= u(llm A k i ) =  liin(u(AKi)) = llin(iii( A k ,  )) = m(llm( A k .  ) n 1—0 n  ̂ n ' ' 1 n ' ‘ ^
= mKo
lemma 3.11. Suppose that E is Lebesgue measurable 
with mE = 0, Then B is in G and uE = 0,
PROOF. Since E is Lebesgue measurable there 
exists a set K which is a countable intersection of open 
sets such that K contains E and m(K - E) =0. Thus,
mK = mE = 0. But by 3.10, K is in G and uK = mK = 0.
Then 0 < I(0(E)) ^  Ï(C(E)) :^ï(0(K)) = 1(0(K)) = uK = 0. 
Therefore, I(0(E)) = Ï(C(E)) = 0.
Hence E is in G and uE = I(0(E)) = 0.
THEOREM 3.12. Suppose that E is Lebesgue meas­
urable. Then E is u measurable and mE = uE.
PROOF. Suppose that E is Lebesgue measurable 
with mE < 00. Then there exists a set K which is a 
countable intersection of open sets such that K contains 
E with m(K - E) = 0. But K is in G and mK = uK by 3.10.
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By 3». 11 , K » E is in G and m(K = ES) ̂  u(K « E) = 0, But
E = K " (K » E) and so is in Go E and K =■ E are disjoint
and their union is K„ Hence
uE = uK — u (K = E) = uK = mK ~ mEo 
Now suppose that E is Lebesgue measurable with mE = oo* 
Then E is the union of countably many9 pair-wise disjoint
sets of finite measure and u and m agree on each of these.
But m and u are both measures and hence are countably 
additive and so uE = mE = oo»
Hence by Corollary 3*8 and Theorem 3*12 we see 
that the cr-algebra of u measurable sets is exactly the 
Œ=algebra of Lebesgue measurable sets. Now we shall show 
that the two integrals agree»
lemma 3o13« Suppose that f is a simple function 
on X that vanishes outside of a set £ of finite measure. 
Then f is in 0  ̂ and 1(f) = J f (Lebesgue),
PROOF, First let us consider a subset A of X 
such that uA exists and is finite. Then we know that 
since C( jjUg ]Q) is in 0̂  9 = C( ĵ n̂  n]) A 0(A) is
in , But g^ = iQ )
so
I(g^) = I(C(A ri ^  ) ) = u(AH :^sup[uB § A
contains Bg C(B) is in C^ = uA,
Therefore9 lim I(g^) ^  uA < 00 and y/0(A),
Hence by 1,24, C(A) is in 0. and I(0(A)) - uA, Hence if
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a is a real number then aO(A) is In C.j and
I(aC(A)) = aI(C(A)) = a uA.
Now suppose that f is a simple function» Then f has values 
â  g o o o g a^ not zerog and measurable sets A^j» * e 9 A^ 
such that f is the sum of â oCÂ )̂ for i between 1 and n̂  
where Â  ̂= [̂ x t f(x) = a ^  » Hence f is in 0̂  and
THEOREM 3»14» Suppose that f is a real-valued 
function on X» Then f is Lebesgue integrable iff f is 
in 0̂  and in this case, the two integrals agree on f» 
PROOF» if g Theorem 3»?»
only ifg It is well known {7 g cor» 11»3»1f] that
if g is a non-negative function (with Lebesgue integral 
of g finite) then there exists a sequence of simple func­
tions each of which vanishes outside of a set of
finite measure and such that g^ g» By 3»13g each g^ 
is in and g^ ^ g implies that I(g^) ^  Jg (Lebesgue) 
for all n» Thusg lim I(g^) < ^g (Lebesgue) <  co»
Hence by 1»24g g is in » Since g is in 0̂  and is
Lebesgue integrableg then the two integrals agree on g
by Theorem 3»7. But theng given any Legesgue integrable 
function fg f = f°*° - (-f)"̂ o But these are in and 
hence f is in 0  ̂»
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